ABSTRACT Traditional time series forecasting models mainly assume a clear and definite functional relationship between the historical values and the current/future values of a dataset. In this paper, we extended the current model by generating multi-attribute forecasting rules based on the consideration of combining multiple related variables. In this model, neutrosophic soft sets (NSSs) are employed to represent historical statues of several closely related attributes in stock market, such as volumes, stock market index, and daily amplitudes. Specifically speaking, the status of up, equal, and down in historical stock index can be represented by truth, indeterminacy, and false, respectively, by neutrosophic sets (NSs) and NSSs can build mappings of different related attributes to NSs. The advantages of the proposed model are: 1) using NSSs to enclose different historical characteristics in time series to preserve inherent complexity of a dataset with mapping adequate features and 2) with the existing researches of NSSs, it is efficient with using Euclidean distance to find the optimal rules, and thus, the model can avoid incomplete of rules due to the limited sample dataset. To evaluate the performance of the model, we explored the closing prices of the Taiwan Stock Exchange Capitalization Weighted Stock Index (TAIEX) as the major parameter that we forecast and the stock amplitudes and volumes as the other factors to facilitate the predicting of the TAIEX. To show the universality of the model, we applied the proposed model to forecast some other influential indexes as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
Predicting stock prices has been attractive to stock managers and financial analysts for a long time. The reason is stock market index would heavily influence stock investors when they make investment decisions, thus an accurate forecasting algorithm is eagerly desired. To achieve the algorithms, many scholars and financial analysts sought to generalize forecasting rules from historical data [1] and designed time series models with statistical tools. For example, regression analysis, moving averages, integrated moving average and autoregressive moving average models [2] - [5] have been widely used. Combining with complex network theory, many researchers implement nonlinear time series analysis by means of complex network methods [6] - [8] . Such methods obtain the characteristics of the transitions of the states in
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kun Mean Hou. time series by analyzing the network's topological structure. With development in computer science, some novel models such as artificial neural networks [9] , quantile regression [10] , [11] and random forest [12] , [13] arose to handle upcoming problems that couldn't efficiently be solved by traditional statistical methods, such as missing data and nonlinear relationships. In the purpose of processing historical data with linguistic terms and random noises, Song [14] , Huarng [15] , and Huarng and Yu [16] came up with models in fuzzy time series method. After those, many researchers have improved the original fuzzy time series models. For example, Chen [17] and Huarng and Yu [18] improved forecasting accuracy by modifying and extending some attributes of fuzzy time series models with findings suggest length of intervals could be essential regarding model performance, etc. As a generation of fuzzy set theory [19] , Atanassov [20] developed intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) for expressing and processing uncertainty in a better fashion. Recently, several scholars researched IFS regarding its similarity measures [21] and developed forecasting models [22] , [23] based on IFS.
However, in stock index forecasting, many other inherent factors besides the historical data of the stock index itself can significantly interact with stock market performance such as volumes, daily amplitude and performances of foreign stock markets etc., it would be helpful to generalize those factors into one forecasting model with expectation of more complete rules and preserved complexity. Recent years, many studies [5] , [24] - [26] presented fuzzy time series forecasting models with consideration of foreign markets to build rules for forecasting future trends. Extending discussion to other fields, in 2002, Chen and Hwang [27] presented a fuzzy time series method with multiple attributes to predict local temperature.
Regarding stock index forecasting, one efficient and accurate approach of conveniently comparing historical data is to divide them into three states of up, down and inconsistency. This idea coincided with neutrosophic sets (NSs) and their similarity comparisons. NS, firstly introduced by Smarandache [28] , consists of three memberships: true, indeterminacy and false which could be matched to three states of stock index trends, respectively. Since introduced, NS has been developing robustly and introducing several extensions including single-valued NSs [29] and interval-valued NSs [30] . Practically speaking, NSs have been applying in various fields. For some selected example, many researchers applied NSs in urban construction, decision making and supplier evaluation [31] - [33] . Plus, similarity comparisons in NSs were also studied by scholars [34] - [36] . To deal with data with several attributes and uncertain items, Molodtsov [37] introduced theory of soft sets and a combined neutrosophic soft sets (NSSs) could take advantage of general mathematical tool proposed. NSSs have been extended to complex practical problems. For example, Peng and Chong [38] presented single-valued neutrosophic soft sets (SVNSSs) which can preserve more original information.
In this paper, we present a stock market forecasting model based on NSSs and fuzzy time series. The novelty and advantage of the proposed model are given by: 1. Using NSSs to take different historical features of a stock market into consideration helps the model preserving inherent complexity. 2. With existing researches of NSSs, we employed Euclidean distance measurements to find optimal rules and overcame difficulty of incomplete rules due to imperfect sampling data. In order to illustrate the prediction steps, we firstly select relating parameters of the stock market, such as closing price, volume and amplitude, and convert their historical training data from the original time series to the fluctuation time series. Secondly, we used NSSs to show the possibility of three trends. Then, the historical training data are fuzzified to form a fuzzy logic relationship based on NSSs. Finally, finding the most suitable logic rules for predicting its future through using Euclidean distance measurement on the logic relationships and historical data of NSSs obtained before.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides basic notions and backgrounds of time series, NSs, NSSs, and Euclidean distances of NSSs. where µ L (u i ) denotes the grade of membership of u i , U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u l .
Definition 2 (Fuzzy Fluctuation Time Series):
The fluctuation trends of a stock market can be expressed by a linguistic set L = {l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , l 4 , l 5 } = {down, slightly down, equal, slightly up, up}. The element l i and its subscript i is strictly increasing, so the function can be defined as follows:
Let F(t)(t = 1, 2, . . . T) be a time series of real numbers, where T is the number of the time series. G (t) is defined as a fluctuation time series, where G(t) = F(t) − F(t − 1). Each element of G (t) can be represented by a fuzzy set S(t)(t = 2, 3, . . . T) as defined in Definition 1. Then we call time series G(t) to be fuzzified into a fuzzy-fluctuation time
series (FFTS) S(t).
Definition 3 (Fuzzy Fluctuation Logical Relationship): Let S(t)(t = n + 1, n + 2, . . . T, n ≥ 1) be a FFTS. If S(t) is determined by S(t − 1), S(t − 2), . . . , S(t − n), then the fuzzyfluctuation logical relationship is represented by: In the same way, let S(t)(t = n + 1, n + 2, . . . T, n ≥ 1) be a three-factor FFTS. If the next status of S(t) is caused by the current status of S 1 (t), S 2 (t) and S 3 (t), the three-factor nthorder fuzzy-fluctuation is represented by:
It is called the three-factor nth-order fuzzy-fluctuation logical relationship (FFLR) of the fuzzy-fluctuation time series, where
is called the left-hand side (LHS) and S(t) is called the right-hand side (RHS) of the FFLR.
Example 1: Consider a three factor 2 nd -order fuzzy fluctuation logical relationship where t = 9, we may represent it as:
B. NEUTROSOPHIC SOFT SET Definition 4 (Neutrosophic Set): Let X be a space of objects with a generic element in X denoted by x. A neutrosophic set A in X is characterized by a truth-membership function T A (x), a indeterminacy-membership function I A (x) and a falsity-membership function F A (x). If a neutrosophic set A consists of T A (x) , I A (x) , F A (x), they can be defined by its membership function, while T A (x) , I A (x) , F A (x) are subsets of [0, 1], then A can be represent by:
Definition 5 (Neutrosophic Soft Set): Let U be a universe of discourse and E be a set of parameters. Let NS (U) denotes the set of all neutrosophic subsets of U and A ⊂ E, A pair R A = (N {A} , E) is called a Neutrosophic Soft Set (NSS) over U, where N {A} is a mapping given by N {A} : E → N {A} .
Example 2: Consider a random example. Let E = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , . . . e m be the set of parameters that reflecting the fluctuation of the stock market and A = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 be the set of parameters considered for forecasting problems. Assume: 
Definition 6 (Conversion of Fuzzy Fluctuation Logical Relationship):
Let N k A(t) (k = 1, 2, 3) be the truth-membership, indeterminacy-membership and falsitymembership of a neutrosophic set A(t), respectively. The LHS of a nth-order FFLR S(t − n), . . . , S(t − 2), S(t − 1) can be 
.n w i,j * c i,k n i = 1, 2, . . . , g; j = 1, 2, . . . , n; k = 1, 2, 3 (5) where w i,j = 1 if S(t − j) = i and 0, otherwise, c i,k represents the corresponding relationship between linguistic element li(li ∈ L) and the kth membership of a neutrosophic set A(t). Thus, the LHS of a nth-order FFLR S(t − n), . . . , S(t − 2), S(t − 1) can be converted into a neutrosophic set N 1 A(t) , N 2 A(t) , N 3 A(t) . Definition 7 (Neutrosophic Soft Set of Logical Relationship): Let S(t)(t = n + 1, n + 2, . . . T, n ≥ 1) be a FFTS, A(t) be the LHS of a neutrosophic soft matrices logical (6) where N 1 A(t) , N 2 A(t) , N 3 A(t) represent the downward, steady, upward probabilities of the RHSs of the FFRLG for A(t).
Example 3: With same data assumed in Example 2, let S(t)(t = n + 1, n + 2, . . . T, n ≥ 1) be a FFTS as definition 3. Then its NSSLR can be represent as: 
where
Through distance measurement, we define similarity between A and B as:
Example 4: In this way, let A = ((0.20, 0.50, 0.10) , (0.00, 1.00, 0.00)) and B = ((0.10, 0.50, 0.10) , (0.00, 1.00, 0.00)) be two NSSs. Then the distance between them can be repre- ≈ 0.06
III. A NOVEL FORECASTING MODEL BASED ON NSSLRS
In order to construct an nth-order fuzzy time series model, we represent the fuzzy relation by NSSs. The data from January to October in one year are used as training time series and the data from November to December are used as testing dataset. The steps of the method based on NSSs are given below.
Step 1: Construct FFTS form the training data of two parameters. For each element F i (t) (t = 2, 3, ..T , i = 1, 2, 3) in the historical time series of two parameters, its fluctuation trend is defined by G i (t) = F i (t) −F i (t − 1) (t = 2, 3, ..T , i = 1, 2, 3).G 1 (t) (t = 2, 3, ..T ) can be fuzzified into a linguistic set {down, equal, up} depending on its range and orientation of the fluctuations. Thus, in the same way, we can also divide into 5 ranges such as {down, slightly down, equal, slightly up, up} u 11 = −∞, − 2 , +∞ . Similarly G 2 (t) and G 3 (t) can also be divided into five parts, where l i (i = 1, 2, 3) are respectively defined as the whole mean of all elements in the fluctuation time series G i (t) (t = 2, 3, ..T , i = 1, 2, 3).
Step 2: According to definition 3, the time series of threefactor fuzzy fluctuation are determined. Each Si(t)(t > n) can be represented by the fuzzy volatility of the previous n days, which can be used to establish the nth order FFLRs.
Step 3: We use the NSS R A to represent LHS of each FFLR, according to Definition 5 and 6. Each fuzzy number defined in step 1 represents a different magnitude of increase or decrease, so NSSs can be obtained by assigning weights to different states. Then, we can generate RHSs R A(t) for different LHSs described in definition 7. Thus, FFLRs of historical training data sets can be converted to NSSLRs.
The
nth-order fuzzy-fluctuation trends of each point F(i) in the test dataset can be represented by a NSS R A(i) . For each R A(i) , compare R A(i)
with R A(t) respectively and find the similar sets by using the similarity measure described in Definition 8.
Step 4: Choose the corresponding similar sets R A(t) as forecasting rule to forecast the fluctuation value G (i + 1) of next point. Finally, we get the forecasting value by F (i + 1) = F (i) + G (i + 1) .
IV. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
To measure the efficiency of the proposed model, in this part, we used TAIEX as our primary example due to TAIEX has been widely studied by previous researches and thus it's clear to compare our results with them. Also, to ensure the universality of our model, we employed Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index, NASDAQ Index and Shenzhen Index for comparisons with previous researches, respectively.
A. FORECASTING TAIEX
The proposed method is applied to forecast the TAIEX1999, which is shown in Table 2 . These historical datasets of closing price, volume and amplitude are used as the training time series of three factors and the data from November to December are used as the testing dataset. Volume reflects the current capital trading situation and stock amplitude refers to the range between the lowest price and the highest price in a certain period of time, which reflects the current stock market activity.
Step 1 Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7 respectively.
Step2: Considering the impact of the previous 5 days' historical data on future forecasting, we choose the previous 5 day to establish FFLRs. The 5-order FFLRs for the three-factor fuzzy fluctuation time series forecasting model are established based on the FFTS from 2 nd January 1999 to 30 th October 1999 shown in Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7 .
Step 3: Convert the LHSs of the FFLRs in Table 5 and  Table 6 to NSSLRs. Due to different degrees of expression for each S i (t), we assumed that each pre-defined S i (t) in step 1 corresponds to different neutrosophic sets, such as {0, 0, 1}, {0, 0.5, 0.5}, {0, 1, 0}, {0.5, 0.5, 0}, and {1, 0, 0}. In this example, threshold similarity value is set to 0.90. Then, we can convert the RHSs of the corresponding FFLRs into neutrosophic sets. Details of conversion and grouping process are shown in Figure 2 . We used a NSS to represent the RHSs group like Example 2 and Euclidean distances can be employed to obtain the most suitable NSSLRs. More detailed grouping and converting processes are shown in Fig2. The FFLRs of test dataset can be converted into NSSLRs as shown in Table 1 .
Step 4: Based on the NSSLRs obtained in Step 3, we can forecast the test dataset from 1 November 1999 to 28 December. For example, as in Table 1 , the forecasting values of the TAIEX on 1 November 1999 are calculated as follows.
Locate the NSSLRs with the highest similarity based on similarity measure as 
Finally, the forecasted value can be obtained by current value and the fluctuation value:
According to the above steps, the results of the forecasting model are shown in Table 2 and Fig 3. In order to confirm the performance of the proposed method, we compare the difference between the forecasted values and the actual values. The performance can be evaluated using the mean squared error (MSE), root of the mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE) etc. These indicators are defined by Equations (9)- (11):
where n denotes the number of values to be forecasted, forecast(t) and actual(t) denote the predicted value and actual value at time t, respectively. From To prove the validity of the proposed method, the TAIEX data from 1998 to 2006 are employed to forecast in the same way, which are shown in Fig 4. Due to different similarity measures can affect the prediction effect, we compared our proposed model to predict TAIEX, Hang Seng Index and Nikkei index from 1998 to 2006 and select 4 typical models to compare with proposed model which are shown in Figure 5 . Among these chosen models, Chen's model [17] and Yu's model [39] are both typical fuzzy time series models, Wan's method [40] is a popular machine learning method and the last one [41] is based on rough set to forecast stock price. Table 4 shows the prediction errors of different prediction methods from 1999 to 2004. The validity of the model can be verified by comparing RMSEs of different methods and data sets of different years. The advantages of this method are NSSs effectively express the volatility degree of the previous n days of the stock market and convenient for computer calculation.
B. FORECAST OTHER INDEXES
In this section, the proposed method is used to predict the SHCECI, Shenzhen index and NASDAQ index which have important position in the financial industry. Daily closing price, volume and amplitude are selected as indicators to reflect the fluctuation of stock price. We use the three parameters data from January to October from 2004 to 2011 as the training data, establishing the NSSLRs and then predicted these indexes from November to December. As is shown in Figure 6 , we can see that forecasting of SHCECI, Shenzhen and NASDAQ stock market yields great results by using the proposed method.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new financial forecasting model based on NSSs is proposed. The main contribution is the use of NSSs, which can preserve inherent complexity of the dataset by enclosing relevant parameters. Regarding efficiency, we calculated Euclidean distances between NSSs to measure the similarity effectively. The empirical analysis shows that this model can predict the stock market of different years well. Regarding future researches, in this paper, we enclosed three other factors into the model. In fact, there are many other factors that may improve model performance. For example, other stock market fluctuations can be thought of as an influencing factor. We will also consider applying this model to predict other time series, such as college enrollment, electricity consumption, etc. In addition, we may consider using other methods to compare similarities of historical data, such as information entropy.
APPENDIX
See Tables A1-A3 .
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